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Press Release 

AFT’s Weingarten on Confirmation of Amy 

Coney Barrett to US Supreme Court 

For Release:  

Monday, October 26, 2020 

Contact: Sarah Hager 202-393-5684 shager@aft.org 

WASHINGTON—American Federation of Teachers President Randi 
Weingarten issued the following statement in response to the Senate’s 
confirmation of Judge Amy Coney Barrett to the U.S. Supreme Court despite a 
boycott by Democratic senators: 

“Just days before voters elect the next president, with nearly 60 million ballots 
already cast, Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s Senate ignored the will of the 
people and installed another ideological soulmate for President Donald Trump 
on the Supreme Court. It’s a flagrant miscarriage of justice, and it flies in the 
face of our representative democracy. In fact, McConnell and Judge Amy Coney 
Barrett said so themselves, in 2016 when President Barack Obama nominated 
Merrick Garland to the Supreme Court nearly nine months before the 
presidential election. But, as usual, Senate Republicans have changed the rules 



and trampled on the voices of the very people who elected them. To them, it 
was never about appointing a qualified judge to simply apply the law; they want 
Barrett on the court because of her right-wing views on access to healthcare, 
reproductive rights and freedom, voting rights, LGBTQ equality, immigrant 
justice, criminal justice, disability rights, and other issues that make a difference 
in the lives of most people. This confirmation should frighten every person in 
this country who believes in fairness, rules, and having a say in how we’re 
governed. 

“Barrett’s lifetime appointment to the Supreme Court swings it in an extreme 
direction that does not reflect the values of the American people. Make no 
mistake: This Senate chose to fast-track a political process instead of passing 
COVID-19 relief and helping the millions of Americans struggling to find work 
and access care during this pandemic. This choice reflects a pattern of cruelty 
and neglect that should disqualify every one of them from public office.   

“But even under normal circumstances, Barrett’s record is enormously troubling. 
Throughout her brief career as a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals, she ruled 
to undermine the rights of workers and against sexual assault survivors. At her 
confirmation hearing, she evaded questions on the right of Americans to have 
access to healthcare, Medicare and Social Security; she refused to 
acknowledge systemic racism; and she was not clear that discriminatory 
barriers in voting exist. Barrett even refused to acknowledge basic facts about 
our democracy—that presidents should commit to a peaceful transition of 
power, that voter intimidation is illegal, and that presidents cannot change the 
date of an election. Her judicial philosophy closes every door that Justice Ruth 
Bader Ginsberg ever opened. 

“The fight over the Supreme Court goes far beyond this confirmation. As 
educators, we defend democracy every day—in our classrooms, in our 
communities and beyond. We remain committed to fighting for a Supreme Court 
that truly represents the will of the American people—one that works for all of us 
and upholds our highest values. And we will continue to fight every day until we 
have achieved equal justice under the law.” 

 

 

 

 

 



Hybrid Learning 

 

TOPIC: School Culture & Colleagues 
Life & Wellbeing 

This Isn’t What We Meant by Hybrid 

Learning 
Let’s get real. This is two jobs. 

 Julie Mason on September 24, 2020 

 

This week I met with one of the teachers I coach. It was our first session of the 
2020 school year. I knew she was teaching in person and online at the same time. 
So, I asked her to describe her schedule in the hopes of learning more. Here’s what 
this teacher is dealing with every day (I know she isn’t the only one and she gave 
me permission to share her story). 

This is Hybrid Teaching in 2020 

She doesn’t know which students will be in person or online. If one of her kids isn’t 
feeling well, they have the option to stay home and learn online even if they 
typically go to school in person. She wears an earbud in one ear so she can hear her 
kids online and her face-to-face learners at the same time. She prints handouts and 
posts them in her LMS. Her workload has doubled. Her attention darts from one 
group of learners to the next, and she’s added tech support to her regular list of 
teaching tasks. 

https://www.weareteachers.com/topics/school-culture-colleagues/
https://www.weareteachers.com/category/teacher-life/
https://www.weareteachers.com/author/julietmason/
https://www.weareteachers.com/author/julietmason/


Did I mention that her curriculum isn’t designed for this, so she has to customize 
her lessons so they work for all of her kids, which means spending hours making 
slide decks? 

Oh, and let’s not forget that spotty internet, and kids getting kicked out of the Zoom 
class slow everything down for her and her kids. 

As I listened my heart was full of empathy and my mind was full of rage: how are 
we asking teachers to do two jobs at once every day? Let’s get it straight because 
this isn’t fair: this isn’t what we meant by hybrid learning. 

Whatever this is, it’s not okay 

I thought hybrid meant that students learn both online and in person, not that the 
teacher will teach students online and in person at the same time every day. I 
thought hybrid meant smaller classes so students could safely return to classrooms 
two days a week and learn online the other three. Whatever you call it, what’s 
happening right now isn’t ok, and here’s why. 

Hybrid learning isn’t teaching the same curriculum online and in person  

By design, hybrid learning is meant to combine the best parts of face-to-face 
learning and online learning to maximize students’ learning experience and 
potential. Asking teachers to take one curriculum and teach half of it online and 
half of it in person at the same time does just the opposite of that. It’s like putting a 
square peg into a round hole: it doesn’t make fit no matter how hard you try.  

One teacher shouldn’t have to teach two different classes at the same time 

Unless you are Hermione Granger, it’s impossible to teach two different 
synchronous classes at the same time (one in person and one online). This is 
exactly what many schools using hybrid models are asking teachers to do every 
day. To fix this problem, we need two separate teachers (one for students learning 
online and another for students learning in person). Or we need thoughtful 
planning and instructional design where a blend of synchronous and asynchronous 
learning create a schedule where a teacher can focus on one group of students at a 
time, whether they are F2F or online. This means resources. Which means 
equitable access to technology and teacher training. 



There is more frontal teaching than ever and it’s not best for our kids 

If a teacher has to teach kids online and in person at the same time, it’s harder to 
circulate the room. Some teachers are putting their laptop on a rolling cart so they 
can move freely, yet still see and hear their online learners. Depending on what 
technology teachers have, many have to stay at their desks or in the front of the 
room so they can click back and forth between their virtual class and their slides 
on one computer. We all know that good teaching isn’t standing in front of a class 
of students sitting in rows before you. Yet, here we are. Teachers need the freedom 
to move about their classroom and facilitate learning rather than send the message 
that they are the “sage on the stage.” 

Planning feels impossible and workloads have doubled 

In some hybrid models, cohort A comes to school Monday and Tuesday and is 
remote Wednesday-Friday. Then cohort B comes to school Thursday and Friday 
and is learning online Monday-Wednesday. The routines and procedures that 
teachers use to help students are a lot more complicated in this setting. If you 
support students to set goals on Monday and circle back on Friday, when do you do 
goal setting with cohort B if you don’t see them on Monday? Do they set goals 
asynchronously? If so, you are now managing two different systems for goal setting 
and one group of students has a different experience from another. You can see 
what I mean here. It’s impossible to keep both cohorts together. At least when we 
taught four sections of the same subject, we had one lesson plan. Now we need 
two.  

It wasn’t supposed to be this way. No teacher should have to do two jobs at once. 
This isn’t the first time that we’ve gone above and beyond what we signed up for, 
and it won’t be the last. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Lessons 

October 23, 2020 

An unexpected group questions teacher 

ratings this year 
Author: Sylvia Saunders 

Source:  NYSUT Communications 

Share This Article... 

 
Caption: A new report from the Danielson Group offers recommendations for supporting remote learning 
during the 2020-21 school year that prioritize educator and student wellbeing, equity, and racial justice; the 
report also suggests that this is not the year to be focusing on teacher ratings. 

With the pandemic upending every aspect of education, one of the pioneers of a 
nationally known teacher evaluation system suggests that this is not the year to 
be focusing on teacher ratings. 

“Teachers need support, not scores,” says The Danielson Group, explaining 
why its remote teaching guide includes no teacher evaluation rubric. “Now is not 
the time to be thinking about how to evaluate teacher performance in a new and 
fluid context. This moment compels us to pause and engage in a thoughtful 
reset on our approaches to teacher support.” 

While the union and many educators have voiced similar concerns, this is an 
unexpected move from The (Charlotte) Danielson Group, whose four-level 
"Framework for Teaching" evaluation rubric is used or serves as a model for 
many school districts across the country. 

“The school year ahead will be like no other before it and, we hope, like no other 
after it,” the Framework for Remote Teaching guide’s introduction says. 

https://danielsongroup.org/what-we-do/framework-teaching


“Having recently managed the greatest and most ubiquitous crisis our education 
systems have confronted in our lifetimes, our teachers now face incredible 
uncertainty and rapidly evolving and changing understandings of what their lives 
and work will be like throughout the 2020-21 school year.” 

At this month’s meeting of the Board of Regents, SED acknowledged that many 
school districts are concerned because they use state assessments to measure 
the student performance category for APPR teacher evaluations. The board has 
not yet decided whether state assessments will be held this year but have made 
it clear that if any tests are administered, they must be in person in school 
buildings. 

 

 

 

 
Editor’s Note 

 

Each month the On Target will come out near the end of the month.   

If you have something that you would like included, please send as 
a Word document by the 20th of the month to: 
lpanek@clarenceschools.org    

Items that could be included are: Articles dealing with 
education/unions, Good ideas for teaching, something humorous/light 
dealing with education, Information for sharing, Opinion pieces on 
education, Advertisement for a service you provide.   
 

Thank you, 
Lisa Panek 
 

 

 



• Zoom Fatigue 

How 'Zoom Fatigue' Impacts Communication With 

Students 
Synchronous learning over a computer may not be all that synchronous after all. 

 

 
By: Tim Walker Published: 10/16/2020 

 
At the end of 2019, roughly 10 million people in the United States attended meetings 
on Zoom. By May 2020, as the coronavirus pandemic shut the country down, usage 
had exploded to 30 million. For educators and their students, Zoom and other 
videoconferencing platforms, however imperfect, were 
indispensable in powering remote instruction for the remainder of the 2019-20 school 
year. 

The optimistic view was that videoconferencing would for the most part be left behind 
as things returned to normal. But they haven’t. Ten months after the pandemic broke 
out, many educators continue to teach and interact with their students, parents, and 
colleagues via video conferencing software, either part of a hybrid model or full-time. 

It should be no surprise then that ‘Zoom fatigue” has and will continue to be a serious 
challenge for many of these educators. 

Zoom fatigue occurs when we feel tired after overusing video conferencing. It is not, 
however, merely a matter of tired eyes, a stiff neck or an achy lower back. We can 
actually feel exhausted after spending too much time on these calls. The reason, says 
Dr. Brenda Wiederhold, a clinical psychologist, lies in the fact that communication over 
these programs isn’t in fact real-time. For educators and students specifically, so-
called “synchronous” learning over a computer isn’t really all that synchronous. And 
brain science tells us why. 

“Our brains are used to picking up body language and other cues, not to mention 
increases of dopamine, that are experienced during face-to-face communication,” 



explains Wiederhold. “On a video call, something is off, and our subconscious brain is 
reacting to that. Communication isn’t in real time, even though we may think it is." 
Despite high-speed internet connections, there’s a lag, maybe a millisecond delay and 
that can trigger the brain to look for ways to overcome that lack of synchrony. The 
brain begins to fatigue, causing us to feel tired, worried and anxious. 
It's not just the delay. Unsurprisingly, we get more out of in-person interactions. 
"There's more biochemical bang for our buck during face-to-face contact because it 
offers a richer stream of social signals,” says psychologist Susan Pinker. 

Teachers especially value seeing their students' reactions in real-time and being able 
to pick up on various subtle cues - micro-expressions, body language  - that are more 
evident in a classroom setting. 

The fact that most videoconferences frame only a person’s face eliminates access to 
many of these nonverbal cues, says Wiederhold. In addition, speakers on video calls - 
a teacher, student, parent, colleague, or an administrator - can appear too large on 
the monitor. Studies have indicated that many individuals find this uncomfortable, 
even intimidating - especially if the monitor is on the large side. 

“Our brains are used to picking up body language and other cues, not to mention 
increases of dopamine, that are experienced during face-to-face communication. On 
a video call, something is off and our subconscious brain is reacting to 
that. Communication isn’t in real time, even though we may think it is." 
 
"When you have that large face in front of you or several large faces, it can ignite that 
fight-or-flight response," Wiederhold explains."So the cortisol goes up in your body, 
your heart rate increases. And that has to be difficult for teachers, because if you can't 
turn off those 10 or 15 students or those parents, it might have rev up your stress 
response." 

But while many individuals can decide to opt out of video and just stick to the phone or 
even email or text messaging, most educators don’t really have that option with their 
students during a lesson. 
To alleviate the effects of videoconferencing fatigue, Wiederhold advises educators to 
find the time to take those all-important breaks, even if just for a few minutes. That's 
the most important step, but she also suggests five minutes of diaphragmatic 
breathing to help “reset your baseline” before and after sessions. She also 
recommends reserving a small amount of time in the lesson for relaxation excercises 
that can also benefit students. 
Specific adjustments to your workspace can also help. For example, prop your screen 
up on a couple of books to create a straight line from your face to the person on the 
screen. “That makes it easier to see each other’s micro-expressions and feel a little 
more connected," Wiederhold says. 



• Gap 

NEA News 

'Why is Our Expertise Not Treated the Same?' 
Depending on the state, educators make between 2% and 33% less than other 

comparable college-educated workers. 

Economic Policy 

Institute 

 
By: Tim Walker  Published: 10/16/2020 

 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 

1. Despite a slight decrease from 2018 to 2019, the 'teacher pay gap' remains vast. 

2. The erosion of educator pay over the years, coupled with the marginalization of the 

profession, has led to an alarming teacher shortage, 

3. With the economic crisis triggered by the pandemic likely to be long and severe, it is 

imperative that lawmakers not repeat the mistakes of a decade ago, when they slashed 

school funding while cutting taxes on corporations and wealthy individuals. 

Oklahoma has one of the largest teacher pay penalties in the United States at 29%. 
That is, the average public school teacher in the state earns 29% less in weekly 
wages than other college-educated workers with similar experience. 

That gap, says Shawna Mott-Wright, president of the Tulsa Classroom Teachers 
Association, makes it extremely difficult to recruit and retain good educators into the 

http://www.tulsateachers.org/
http://www.tulsateachers.org/


profession. Oklahoma, which ranks 34th in the nation in average teacher 
salaries, according to the National Education Association, has the fourth 
largest teacher penalty. 
“The pay here is abysmal,” says Mott-Wright. ”One-fourth of our members have 
second jobs, and half of that group has three jobs. How is this supposed to help our 
students? Well, it doesn't.” 

Mott-Wright was talking about the erosion of competitive educator salaries during a 
webinar on Oct. 14 sponsored by the Economic Policy Institute (EPI), which also 
included NEA President Becky Pringle, and EPI researchers Lawrence Mishel and 
Sylvia Allegretto. (You can watch the webinar below) 
A few weeks ago, EPI released its latest survey of the teacher pay gap. On the 
surface at least, the report revealed some encouraging news: nationally the pay gap 
actually decreased from 22% in 2018 to 19% in 2019. 
This decline may be the result of the successful #RedforEd protests that swept 
through many parts of the nation in 2018 and 2019. 
“There is no doubt that #RedforEd re-established teachers as heroes, and that they 
are underpaid and underappreciated,” MIshel said. Quite the turnaround from a 
decade ago when public school educators – public education in general - were 
scapegoated for the perceived failures of the education system while school funding 
was being slashed right and left. 

Shawna Mott-Wright, president of the Tulsa Classroom Teachers Association 

Still, the teacher pay gap remains vast. Until last year, it had been growing steadily. In 
1996, educators earned on average 6% less weekly wages than comparable workers. 
By 2018, the teacher pay penalty had ballooned to 22%. 

Overall, the penalty ranges from 2.0% in Wyoming to 32.7% in Virginia and exceeds 
20% in 21 states and in the District of Columbia. Teachers in these states are paid 
less than 80 cents on the dollar earned by similar college-educated workers. 

The teacher pay penalty has grown significantly among women. In 1960, female 
teachers earned 14.7 percent more than comparable female workers, an advantage 
that lasted throughout most of the 1970s but was completely erased by the 1990s. By 
2019, they were earning 13.2 less than comparably-educated female workers. The 
penalty is much larger for men. In 2019, male teachers earned 30.2% less than similar 
male college graduates. 

“In order to recruit and retain talented teachers, school districts need to address the 
inadequacy of teacher pay,” Mishel said. “It’s not just a fairness issue. Eliminating the 
teacher pay penalty is crucial to building the teacher workforce we need.” 

https://www.nea.org/sites/default/files/2020-07/2020%20Rankings%20and%20Estimates%20Report%20FINAL_0.pdf
https://www.epi.org/
https://www.epi.org/publication/teacher-pay-penalty-dips-but-persists-in-2019-public-school-teachers-earn-about-20-less-in-weekly-wages-than-nonteacher-college-graduates/
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/funding-for-students-and-schools


HURTING EDUCATORS MEANS HURTING STUDENTS 

The erosion of educator pay over the years coupled with the marginalization of the 
profession has led to an alarming teacher shortage, Pringle said. "Overall, fewer 
people are entering the profession and more are leaving". 

Pringle also emphasized that lower salaries undercut the national need to recruit, 
develop, and retain educators of color. Research has continually shown that students 
of color who are taught by a teacher of the same race or ethnicity perform better in 
school. 
 
And because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the profession may soon be facing an 
unprecedented exodus. In addition to financial pressures, Pringle said, too many 
educators are feeling disregarded as some districts have moved head with in-person 
reopening without adequate safety protocols. ”They just don’t feel safe.” 

With the economic crisis triggered by the pandemic likely to be long and severe, 
Pringle, Mishel and Allegretto agreed it was imperative that the nation not repeat the 
mistakes of more than a decade ago when the Great Recession hit. Year after year, 
lawmakers in too many states slashed school funding while cutting taxes on 
corporations and wealthy individuals. 

 
 

 

https://www.nea.org/your-rights-workplace/inclusive-workplaces/diversity
https://www.nea.org/your-rights-workplace/inclusive-workplaces/diversity


"The Great Recession was used to institute permanent pay cuts, including lowering 
teacher pay... Recessions are an opportunity for those who have long-been looking to 
dismantling public goods, all in the name of lower taxation," said Allegretto. “This time 
will be no different.” 
 
For educator and their students, the pandemic has been an unprecedented crisis, but 
for for-profit education businesses and proponents of school privatization, it has been 
something else: an opportunity to further divest from and dismantle public education. 
(In an interview with right-wing radio talk show host Glenn Beck in May, Education 
Secretary Betsy DeVos said “This is an opportunity to collectively look very seriously 
at the fact that K12 education for too long has been very static and very stuck.”) 
“We’re once again hearing the same rhetoric,” said Allegretto. “State and local funding 
are being called ‘bailouts,” as if aid to states during a pandemic is something bad. If 
they succeed, our students will pay the price.” 
 
In 2018, it took the RedforEd movement to help turn the tide and force legislatures to 
finally begin reinvesting in public education. “The movement led to some important 
changes,” Allegretto said. “Unfortunately, we’re going to need much more of this in the 
future and in the near future. The good news is that the public is now on our side.” 
Thanks to their tireless activism, Oklahoma educators scored a few key victories for 
educator pay and school funding. The statewide educator “walkout” in 2018 led to the 
largest single year increase in education funding in the state’s history, including a pay 
raise for teachers and education support professionals. 
 
”We were 24% below 2008 funding levels. Now we’re only 15% below 2008 levels,” 
said Mott-Wright. “So the hole was filled a little bit, but not enough.” 
 
And despite the progress, Mott-Wright says educators recognize how much more 
work there is to be done. 
 
“We continue to feel undervalued and expendable. Why is our expertise not treated 
the same as the expertise as other professionals? If we truly want to do what is best 
for students, we have to what is best for teachers. If we are hurting teachers, we are 
hurting  students.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Teacher Shortage 

The Teacher Shortage Can Be Addressed — 

With Key Changes 
"Policymakers must take action to fix the underlying issues — underfunding, 

poverty and inequality — that have dug us into the deep hole that we’re now in." 

 

 
By: Mary Ellen Flannery  Published: 10/20/2020 

 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 

1. The national teacher shortage is growing — and dangerously impacts students 

learning. 

2. But it is not an impossible situation. States, school districts, and school 

administrators have the power to make changes that will attract and retain 

teachers. 

3. Increasing teacher pay, improving professional development, and fostering 

learning communities are among the solutions. 
Schools across the nation have been struggling for years to fill thousands upon 
thousands of vacant teaching jobs — and it’s only gotten worse during the pandemic, as 
many educators opt not to return to classrooms they believe to be dangerous. 

It’s an educational crisis that impedes learning and affects students deeply, especially in 
high-poverty areas that are more likely to have shortages of highly qualified teachers. But 
it is not an unsolvable problem — in fact, a recent report from the non-partisan Economic 
Policy Institute (EPI) outlines approaches for a long-term solution. 

“The shortage of teachers is a crisis for the teaching profession, and a serious problem 
for the entire education system. It harms students, teachers, and the public education 



system,” said economist Emma García, co-author of EPI’s sixth and last installment in its 
“Perfect Storm in the Teacher Labor Market” series. “Policymakers must take action to fix 
the underlying issues — underfunding, poverty and inequality — that have dug us into the 
deep hole that we’re now in.” 
Those specific proposals include: 

1. Raising teacher pay to attract new teachers and retain experienced ones; 

2. Elevating teacher voice, and nurturing stronger learning communities where teachers’ influence 

and sense of belonging is increased; 

3. Lowering barriers that make it harder for teachers to do their jobs; 

4. Designing professional supports that strengthen teachers’ sense of purpose, career development, 

and effectiveness. 

There is no simple answer, no magic bullet. The problem is complex, “caused by multiple 
factors,” and so the solutions also must be comprehensive, the report’s authors warn. 
They also will require increased investment, or funding, that directly targets teacher pay 
and working conditions. The bottom line is, these proposals from EPI would treat teachers 
like the well-educated, highly qualified, “true professionals” they are. 

 

TEACHER PAY 

Back in August, Arizona started the school year with more than 6,100 vacant teacher 
positions. Since then, more than half have been filled by teachers who do not meet the 

https://files.epi.org/pdf/186493.pdf
https://files.epi.org/pdf/186493.pdf


state’s certification standards, while 1,728 were still unfilled last month, the Arizona 
School Personnel Administrators Association found. 

Meanwhile, according to NEA data, Arizona’s average teacher salary of $48,723 ranks 
47th in the nation. 
Florida has similar issues. In Palm Beach County alone, more than 1,000 teachers are 
staffing vacancies in areas that they’re not qualified to teach.  Meanwhile, Florida’s 
average teacher salary — $48,526 — ranks 48th in the nation. 
Teachers often have master’s degrees, even doctorate degrees, and yet they earn far 
less than other college graduates. This problem, commonly called the “teacher pay 
penalty,” has grown far worse over the past three decades, EPI has found. 
Currently, teachers earn about 20 percent less, on average, than their non-teacher 
college graduates. 
With this kind of pay — coupled with the student debt that many teachers must take on to 
pay for their advanced degrees — a career in teaching doesn’t pay the bills for a middle-
class life. As a result, 59 percent of teachers took on second or third jobs in 2016, EPI 
found. 

These financial issues are the chief reason that parents say they don’t want their children 
to be teachers, according to surveys, and why college students say they’re not going into 
education. “No matter what she decides, she’s not going to be a teacher!” said California 
teacher Shdari Crane, of her college-student daughter, to NEA Today last year. After 
nearly 20 years of teaching, Crane still owes more than $100,000 on her student loans. 
“If I would have been a doctor, or whatever, I would have been able to pay off these 
loans. As a teacher, there’s just no way,” she said. 

With this in mind, EPI’s experts suggest teacher pay be increased, especially in high-
poverty schools; that pension funds for teachers be adequately funded; and that other 
programs that help with future teachers’ financial burdens be considered. (For example, 
NEA strongly supports the expansion of the federal Public Service Loan Forgiveness 
program, and has a new tool for members to help find the right income-based repayment 
and forgiveness programs. 

TEACHER VOICE 

“As a society we claim—and policymakers often grant—that teachers are professionals, 
but the ways we treat them indicate otherwise,” the report’s authors write. “Generally, 
professionals’ voices are central in key decisions regarding how they do their work, the 
kinds of supports they need to do it well, or their interactions and relationships with peers 
and supervisors… [And yet], none of these is true with respect to teachers.” 

This lack of voice contributes to the teacher shortage. When EPI compared teachers who 
stayed in their classrooms versus those who left, they found that the group who left were 

https://users/mflannery/Downloads/2018-2019%20Average%20Starting%20Teacher%20Salaries
https://users/mflannery/Downloads/2018-2019%20Average%20Starting%20Teacher%20Salaries
https://bocanewsnow.com/2020/10/09/more-than-1000-palm-beach-county-teachers-unqualified-for-assignment/
https://bocanewsnow.com/2020/10/09/more-than-1000-palm-beach-county-teachers-unqualified-for-assignment/
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/why-our-expertise-not-treated-same
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/why-our-expertise-not-treated-same
https://www.neamb.com/products/nea-student-debt-navigator
https://www.neamb.com/products/nea-student-debt-navigator


more likely to say they lacked influence over school policy or what takes place in their 
classrooms. They also said there was less cooperation among teachers. 

"It’s an educational crisis that impedes learning and affects students deeply, especially in 
high-poverty areas that are more likely to have shortages of highly qualified teachers. But 
it is not an unsolvable problem."" 
To address this issue, EPI makes two key recommendations. First, teacher autonomy 
must be increased. Just 9 percent of teachers say they have a role in discipline policies; 
just 11 percent have a role in their own professional development. Meanwhile, EPI found 
that teachers who say they have a say in school policy and classroom activities are more 
likely to stay in the profession. 

With this in mind, teachers “must have a say in the components of teaching that they’re 
trained to master,” including the curriculum they teach, the classroom practices they 
follow, the teaching materials they use, as well as their own professional development, 
the study’s authors recommend. “Top-down policies that ignore teacher expertise, 
misguided accountability policies that make teachers feel disrespected, and lack of 
attention to what teachers have to say about the policies in their schools and classrooms 
are critical obstacles.” 

The second recommendation in this area is to nurture stronger learning communities that 
acknowledge and foster teacher collaboration. Only 38 percent of teachers say there is a 
cooperative effort among teachers at their schools, but a teacher’s measure of 
cooperation and support is one of the strongest predicators of teacher retention. 

School districts should pay attention to this, EPI says, and ensure through school and 
district policies and procedures that teachers have time to collaborate, cooperate, 
observe each other, and provide feedback. (For example, check out this innovative, 
union-led teacher-mentor program in Florida’s Brevard County that has enabled new 
teachers to observe the classrooms of more experienced colleagues, and vice versa.) 

LOWERING BARRIERS 

Poverty, segregation and inequality are huge issues, deeply embedded in American 
societies, and manifested in classrooms. Students come to school unprepared to learn, 
hungry or sick; parents have life circumstances that make it difficult for them to engage in 
their children’s learning; teachers’ safety and mental health is threatened. 

In fact, more than one in five teachers report they have been threatened and one in eight 
say they have been physically attacked by a student at their current school. These difficult 
school climates contribute to teachers walking away. 

https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/lean-me-how-mentors-help-first-year-teachers
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/lean-me-how-mentors-help-first-year-teachers
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/lean-me-how-mentors-help-first-year-teachers


 But again, there are possible solutions, which EPI suggests. First, hire the right people. 
Teachers can’t also be first responders, social workers, doctors, and nurses. School 
districts must hire people who can provide the right interventions, including counselors, 
nurses, librarians, and paraprofessionals, who can help make schools healthier places, 
reduce behavioral issues, and meaningfully engage with parents. All educators also 
would benefit from trauma-informed practices and restorative practices. (Check out NEA’s 
micro-credential for educators in restorative practices.) 
Second, schools and districts must revisit disciplinary practices. Shifting from zero-
tolerance policies to restorative practices will result in long-term improvements to school 
culture. (For example, read how educators at Denver’s Dora Moore School have built a 
more supportive classroom.) 

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORTS 

Finally, in its fourth recommendation to stem the teacher shortage, EPI’s researchers 
point to designing professional supports that strengthen teachers’ sense of purpose, 
career development, and effectiveness. 

Only about half of teachers have released time from teaching to participate in 
professional development, a practice that is common among other professionals in 
various careers (law, medicine, higher education, etc.) Less than a third are reimbursed 
for conference or workshop fees, another common professional practice. 

Moreover, they have limited access to the kind of professional development that would be 
helpful. Barely one in 10 say they have influence in determining the content of their own 
professional development programs. 

With this in mind, EPI recommends: first, that teachers have access to “coherent, high-
quality, lifelong systems of supports, and that they are engaged in designing those 
systems.” Teacher residency programs are helpful, as are mentoring and induction 
programs. Second, teachers should be provided with the option of meaningful “second 
jobs,” such as mentoring or coaching other teachers, teaching evening classes, or leading 
induction programs. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nea.org/professional-excellence/professional-learning/resources/restorative-practices-micro-credentials
https://www.nea.org/professional-excellence/professional-learning/resources/restorative-practices-micro-credentials
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/how-restorative-practices-work-students-and-educators
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/how-restorative-practices-work-students-and-educators
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The COVID–19 pandemic has impoverished millions, and deepened the 
effects of poverty on those who were already struggling. It shows in loss of 
housing, food insecurity, acute and chronic stress, and social-emotional 
strain. 

Poverty is entrenched in urban and rural areas, and it has worsened as 
businesses have failed and people have lost jobs. 

“It knows no zip code in our nation,” said Lorna DeSantis, an Education & 
Learning Trust instructor who presented a session on "Poverty and its 
Effect on Learning" at the annual NYSUT conference for School-Related 
Professionals last weekend. 

Attendees described increases in violence and addiction and mental 
health disorders since the pandemic took over. 

It puts poor people more at risk for getting sick, DeSantis said, because 
higher income people are more likely to be able to work from home. Poor 
people rely more on public transportation, which increases risk of 



exposure — and also puts bus drivers at more risk. Poor people are more 
likely to live in crowded conditions to share expenses. 

“Many of us can relate because we ourselves have experienced it,” said 

Angie Rivera, president of the Rochester Association of Paraprofessionals 
and a NYSUT board member. “Many of our members are struggling.” 
Some have been laid off; others have lost their second jobs 

SRPs contribute so much to the health and wellbeing of students — with 
transportation, security, health care, counseling and even nutrition. In 
Rochester, where students are not attending classes in person, “many of 
our students, their only hot meal was at school,” Rivera said. 

SRPs have an even more essential role in the time of pandemic as 
students struggle with the losses in their lives due to poverty, DeSantis 
said. 

“In order to foster resilience in students we first have to provide them with 
a safe and orderly environment,” DeSantis said. Educators also can 
provide opportunities to build positive relationships with peers and school 
personnel. 

She encouraged SRPs to use a morning greeting, meet students by name, 
use positive words, and develop strong, long-term relationships. 
Acknowledge the situations of those who are struggling, while also giving 
them opportunities in school to face risks and be successful, she said. 

In this day and age, it is important to note that poorer students also have 
less access to the internet, which denies them access to school and 
assignments, and success. 

Without that, said attendee Undrea Polite, United Federation of Teachers, 
“We’re pushing our kids further and further behind.” 
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Pendergast dies after record-breaking 27-
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A mighty oak has fallen. 

You could take the measure of retired teacher and long-time ALS survivor Christopher 
Pendergast by the $10 million his organizations raised to help wipe out this cruel disease. 

You could sharpen the portrait of his life by zooming in on his endurance and tenacity as 
a wheelchair-bound man with immovable muscles who typed out a manuscript of his 
journey by blinking his eyes to move a key — letter by letter. 

Blink — it was the first word in his recently published book: Blink Spoken Here: Tales 
from a Journey to Within, which was just released three months ago. In it, he wrote: 

“It was not a dramatic event like a building collapse but a more steady deterioration 
similar to a bridge failure. I was imploding…My contact with the world was severing, one 
function at a time. Angry, scared and saddened I was like a stubborn mule fighting with 
tenacity for each inch I surrendered.” 

As his body weakened his resolve strengthened. 

“I simply wanted to fight. I never thought I’d be here all these years later. It’s like an out-
of-body experience,” he said from his Long Island home last year on the day of his 70th 
birthday celebration, whispering in a barely audible voice, each word a loose stone. “The 
day I stopped dying from ALS and began living is a metaphor for turning my disease into 
a vehicle to do good.” 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/53159465-blink-spoken-here
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/53159465-blink-spoken-here


Waning words: waxing wishes. The man was moon shine. 

Losing his voice was a terrible blow to a man who by then was a quadriplegic. 

“To the educator, the voice is a powerful tool,” Pendergast wrote. “It commands respect, 
informs and on occasion, inspires. The voice becomes our signature for the world. Losing 
it is catastrophic.” 

In his long and muscled turn to move his disease from affliction to affirmation, year after 
year after year during his 27 years with ALS, he arched himself back in his extended 
wheelchair and hosted school assemblies. He talked with students about hope and 
defying the odds — in later years, doing so with his breathing mask clamped on his face 
while his computer spoke for him. 

Pendergast wasn’t just talking about his own plight – he knew students could be 
struggling with divorcing parents, bullying, addiction, poverty and other hurdles. In 2019 
alone, Pendergast and company conducted 80 school assemblies coordinated by retired 
teacher Barbara Brown, North Babylon TA. 

Pendergast said he merely widened his curriculum: “I now teach life,” he said. 

As a former science teacher with the United Teachers of Northport, he was very 
comfortable in schools, where his own classroom once held critters of all kinds that he 
used to help his students learn about nature and responsibility. 

On Pendergast’s annual day-long ALS Ride for Life, held since 1998 with other ALSers 
and with volunteers, he would stop at each school on the Long Island route and direct his 
vivid blue-eyed gaze from his wheelchair to students standing outside with posters, 
cheering. 

While the high-school choir sang "Fight Song" or "Blowing in the Wind," “he would look at 
each of the kids in the eye,” said Charlotte Johnson, a music teacher and member of the 
Port Jefferson Station Teachers Association. 

Johnson had her students prepare and sing a song every year for the ALS Riders when 
they stopped at the school. In her first year at Port Jefferson in 1993, she met and worked 
with Christine Pendergast, a physical education teacher. That same fall, Christine’s 
husband – Chris — was diagnosed with ALS and given 2-5 years to live. 

Johnson, like so many others, has since been a regular fundraiser for the “Pendergast 
promise” to find a cure for ALS. Money raised is spent on research and treatment, and 
grants can also provide families dealing with ALS with respite care, vans, wheelchairs, 
and other specialized equipment. Scholarships are provided to students whose lives have 
been affected by ALS in a family member. 

Along with the ALS Ride for Life, Pendergast and his crew of helpers have organized 
ongoing bike treks and golf tournaments to keep generating funds for the mission. In 
2014, Pendergast jumped aboard the Ice Bucket Challenge ALS social-media frenzy and 
hosted a Bold the Cold event, urging supporters to “ice ALS.” 

http://alsrideforlife.org/


He once spent 16 days traveling in his wheelchair all the way to Washington D.C. He 
successfully advocated for waiving the waiting time for a person with ALS to collect 
disability. Prior to that, “maybe half would die before getting one penny of their money,” 
he said. 

He also successfully advocated for the 2009 creation of an ALS registry through the 
Centers for Disease Control which collects data on ALS patients, funds research, and 
provides information on clinical trials. The more ALS is acknowledged and recorded, the 
more doors are opened for funding for research and trials, Pendergast explained. 

ALS is insidious. Known as “Lou Gehrig’s Disease” in memory of the Yankee baseball 
hero who suffered with it, the illness kills nerve cells controlling the body’s muscles. 
People with ALS will lose all motor coordination and the ability to move or breathe on their 
own – sometimes at warp speed. Then, there those like Pendergast, whose not only 
courageous but awe-inspiring 27-year battle with ALS was record breaking. 

Pendergast’s work was recognized and honored with the creation of the Christopher 
Pendergast Center for Excellence at the State University of New York Stony Brook 
Medical Center. Ride for Life donations help support the center, which was the first ALS 
medical treatment facility on Long Island. Prior to that, patients had to find a way to make 
cumbersome trips into New York City for care and treatment. Now, patients can access 
care for body and mind through rehabilitation, psychological support, physical and 
respiratory therapy, speech pathology and many other needed services at the clinic. 

Pendergast’s mind remained sharp, and he said his purpose, his writing, his faith and his 
ability to ask for and receive help aided him. His illness and its subsequent revolution of 
his life have required him to rely on others to help him in his quest to outwit ALS. 

At its onset, it was his local teacher’s union, the UTN, which enabled him to continue 
teaching in the early stages of his illness. The local advocated getting him an assistant 
and some practical teaching tools. Colleagues banded together to provide him rides to 
and from school in dense Long Island traffic and even put together a book called “Driving 
with Chris.” 

In 2008, Pendergast was honored by NYSUT at the annual Representative Assembly for 
Exemplary Community Service award. 

Through the organizations he created, his service to community, neighbor, and strangers 
with ALS whom he never met will now live on through his work. 

 

 

https://www.cdc.gov/ALS/
https://www.cdc.gov/ALS/


 


